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Abstract: Exergames have been proposed as a potential tool to improve the current practice of
musculoskeletal rehabilitation. Inertial or optical motion capture sensors are commonly used to
track the subject’s movements. However, the use of these motion capture tools suffers from the
lack of accuracy in estimating joint angles, which could lead to wrong data interpretation. In this
study, we proposed a real time quaternion-based fusion scheme, based on the extended Kalman filter,
between inertial and visual motion capture sensors, to improve the estimation accuracy of joint angles.
The fusion outcome was compared to angles measured using a goniometer. The fusion output shows
a better estimation, when compared to inertial measurement units and Kinect outputs. We noted
a smaller error (3.96◦) compared to the one obtained using inertial sensors (5.04◦). The proposed
multi-sensor fusion system is therefore accurate enough to be applied, in future works, to our serious
game for musculoskeletal rehabilitation.
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1. Introduction

In the past few decades the growing population has underlined many healthcare problems.
According to the World Health Organization, 15% of people currently suffer from musculoskeletal
disabilities. Among these 15%, 35%–50% of disabled people in modern countries are not getting the
necessary management (diagnosis, treatment, follow-up). This number is even higher in developing
countries and reaches 76%–85% [1]. Functional rehabilitation is one of the most efficient routine
practices to recover any dysfunction of body locomotion, and to improve surgical outcomes of
musculoskeletal patients. Conventionally, a rehabilitation program is assigned by a clinical expert
to a specific patient and then the execution and follow-up are managed by a team of therapists.
This approach, known as direct therapist intervention, presents some limitations that require therapists
to always follow, guide, and physically support their patients [2]. A significant number of therapists is
required to ensure the quality of the rehabilitation program. Thus, the cost and time consumptions of
the therapy sessions, for both patients and therapists, are the biggest disadvantages of this approach.
Moreover, other negative factors relate to the lack of self-motivation for patient due to the repetitiveness
of the assigned exercises. These facts led to the establishment of a new research field known as
home based rehabilitation, as a complementary tool for therapeutic sessions. Furthermore, a new
rehabilitation approach, known as exergames [3–15], has been proposed to help motivate patients
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while performing their rehabilitation tasks at home. This new concept incorporates games into the
rehabilitation process, to add a motivational and challenging aspect to these programs. Exergames
have shown their clinical relevance in improving exercise execution, body equilibrium, joint flexibility,
and muscle strength.

A large range of sensors like the Microsoft Kinect, Wii Mote, Wii Fit, force plates, and inertial
measurement units (IMU) have been used as interactive tools between the subject and the virtual
environment of the developed exergaming systems [3,4,8–12]. The most commonly used sensor is
the Microsoft Kinect, due to its low price and big success with Xbox games. In order to use these
visual or inertial sensors for body tracking in serious games, the sensor needs to be able to estimate the
orientation of any considered limb and joint angles. Several tools can help estimate these parameters.
The universal goniometer was the most famous tool for estimating joint angles, and more recently, the
VICON motion capture system is commonly used for the same purpose. However, even though these
two tools are considered as the golden standards for orientation and angle estimation, they are neither
portable nor cost efficient. This led to a growing interest in using IMUs in particular.

Several researchers were interested in exploiting IMUs for this purpose. Williamson et al. used
two biaxial accelerometers and two uniaxial gyroscopes, attached to the subject’s thigh and shank,
to determine the knee angle using several algorithms [16]. The angle estimation was compared to a
universal goniometer, and the results showed that the algorithm integrating the gyroscope’s angular
velocity and automatically nulling the angular velocity integrator, using the accelerometer data, was
the closest to the knee angle measured using a goniometer. Myagoitia et al. [17] obtained good
results when they calculated the angles and angular velocities using two uniaxial gyroscopes, and
the linear and angular acceleration using four uniaxial accelerometers, with one gyroscope and two
accelerometers on the thigh and shank, respectively. The results were compared to those measured
using the universal goniometer. Favre et al. then explained that there is an error due to the difference in
the alignment of the sensors references [18]. They developed an algorithm that considers this problem
using two three dimensional (3D) accelerometers and two 3D gyroscopes, and achieved good results for
knee angle calculation with respect to a golden standard. Recent advances in integrated circuits have
led to a higher availability of IMU’s and thus research on this topic has flourished. Liu et al. developed
their own IMU using biaxial accelerometers and 3D gyroscopes [19]. After combining data from both
sensors and correcting the measurement based on a prior calibration, they achieved a root mean square
error (RMS) of about 5◦ for knee angle estimation compared to an optical reference. Perez et al. studied
a commercially available IMU for upper limb orientation estimation [20]. The IMUs calculated the
Euler angles internally, and the researchers transformed these angles to quaternions to estimate joint
angles between sensors. They compared their outputs with a visual motion tracking reference and
found inaccurate results for angle estimation. However, they applied calibration for one sensor to
determine shoulder internal external rotation, and obtained a good RMS of 0.8◦ using one sensor and
a simple gesture.

The use of filtering technics for orientation estimation began when Marins et al. proposed an
algorithm using Extended Kalman filter [21] for quaternion-based orientation estimation using an IMU
with tri-axis accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer [22]. The results of the orientation estimation
were not compared to a reference; however, the team studied the convergence of the measured
quaternions. In addition, Abayarjoo et al. used a similar IMU with a linear Kalman filter to determine
the angle directly from the sensor, without passing through a quaternion analysis [23]. The proposed
algorithm helped to overcome the limitations of the accelerometer, because accelerometers generally
measure two components: an acceleration and a gravitational component. The acceleration component
needs to be eliminated to determine the orientation, and thus Kalman filtering with gyroscopes
was presented as the best solution. Madgwick et al. studied a new type of algorithm based
on gradient descent using quaternions, in order to fuse tri-axial accelerometers, gyroscopes and
magnetometers [24]. They compared their algorithm and the extended Kalman filter approach with a
reference optical measurement system and proved that the new algorithm was better than the older
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approach in both static and dynamic cases. Later on, Madwick’s algorithm was implemented in many
commercially available IMUs, e.g., Shimmer 9DoF sensors [25]. Miezal et al. proposed two new
extended Kalman filters and a sliding window optimization approach to estimate upper limb joint
angles [26]. The authors also studied the effect of sensor to segment calibration through the use of
simulated data. The study concluded that the proposed methods were more efficient in estimating
upper limb joint angles, with the sliding optimization approach being the best algorithm among them.

Some studies were interested in calibrating IMUs to the body of each subject. Dejnabadi et al.
focused their work on trying to find the accurate knee, hip, and shank angles with respect to the
subject’s personalized musculoskeletal system [27,28]. Their idea was that using sensors attached
directly to the patient will not yield the correct joint angles, so they used two biaxial accelerometers,
two uniaxial gyroscopes, and a two dimensional image of the subject, to calculate the joint angles.
They found good results compared to a golden standard reference system (1.57◦ error for thigh
angle and 0.78◦ error for shank angle for subjects walking at medium speed with a low range of
motion). Favre et al. proposed, in a study following [18], to move the joint angle computation to a
personalized musculoskeletal model for each subject, using calculations prior to the measurements [29],
and obtained better results. Bouvier et al. studied the effect of applying different sensor-to-segment
calibration method on upper limb kinematics [30]. They applied three different calibration techniques,
and used 10 subjects for their study. They concluded that all three methods showed similar results
(a range of 5 to 10 degrees of error).

The Kinect presents a different situation, and only a few researchers have studied algorithms
for orientation estimation, since the manufacturer already provided a tool to compute the orientation
of body joints. Zhang et al. used multiple Kinect cameras to estimate the position of a subject [31].
Some recent studies were interested in combining the Kinect and IMUs, these studies are presented in
Table 1.

Table 1. Related work.

Study Fusion Method Fusion Input Fusion Output Targeted
Application Test

Feng et al. [32] Multi-rate linear
Kalman filter

Acceleration and
computed quaternion
data (IMU) and Kinect
joint position

Joint position Hand tracking
Raise hand,
walk, lower
hand (1 subject)

Destelle et al. [33] Each system is
used separately

Linear acceleration
(IMU) and Kinect
joint position

Joint position
and angle

Whole body
tracking

Knee flexion
(1 subject)

Atrsaei et al. [34] Unscented
Kalman filter

Gyroscope and
computed quaternion
(IMU) and Kinect joint
position and orientation

Joint position
and angle

Upper body
tracking

Arbitrary
hand motion
(1 subject)

Kalkbrenner et al. [35] Linear Kalman filter
Unit orientation vectors
(IMU) and Kinect
joint position

Joint position Upper body
tracking

Shoulder
abduction
(10 subjects)

Tian et al. [36] Unscented
Kalman filter

Acceleration and
magnetometer data
(IMU) and Kinect
joint position

Joint position
and angle

Upper body
tracking

Hand to mouth
(1 subject)

Glonek et al. [37] Weighted averaging
Computed quaternion
(IMU) and Kinect joint
position and orientation

Joint position
and angle

Upper body
tracking

Four tasks with
different ranges
of motion
(1 subject)

Feng et al. used a linear multi-rate Kalman filter implanted to compute the position of some
joints using data from both the Kinect and IMUs [32]. The study resulted in a better estimation of the
positions of joints compared to a reference system. Another study done by Destelle et al. tried to use
Kinect first to determine the initial positions and then calculate the positions and angles of the joints
using IMUs [33]. Atrsaei et al. published a study where they proposed a fusion algorithm between
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the Kinect and inertial sensors using an unscented Kalman filter, applied to the upper body [34].
The suggested method was efficient in reducing the error of joint position calculation, however, the
orientation estimation precision did not improve significantly. Kalkbrenner et al. used a linear Kalman
filter to estimate joint positions, using unit orientation vectors acquired from IMUs and joint positions
given by the Kinect [35]. The study used 10 subjects to validate their method, but did not compare
the joint positions with a reference system. Tian et al. proposed an unscented Kalman filter for
fusion between IMUs and the Kinect camera [36]. They compared the estimated joint positions with
a reference system, but did not study the error of the elbow angle estimation. Finally, Glonek et al.
proposed a joint position and angle estimation method, based on averaging inputs from the Kinect
and IMU sensors [37]. The study was validated with one subject, performing exercises with different
ranges of motion. Therefore, there is still a lack of efficient orientation estimation techniques based on
a fusion between the Kinect and IMU.

The objective of the present paper is to develop and validate an orientation-based fusion
scheme between visual and inertial sensors to improve the knee flexion kinematics during functional
rehabilitation movement of the lower limbs. An extended Kalman filter will be used as a fusion
technique between the Kinect and IMU sensors. The knee flexion was chosen for this study since
our previous works showed that some exergames cannot be assessed due to a lack of accuracy in
estimating this particular angle [4,38].

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Orientation-Based Multi-Sensor Fusion Scheme

A real time, quaternion based, extended Kalman filter was developed to fuse the outcomes of one
Kinect visual sensor and two Shimmer IMU sensors. The overview of our developed fusion scheme is
shown in Figure 1.
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The estimation of the measurement noise covariance matrices is performed using the results of the
Kinect and IMU sources of errors analysis. Then, these matrices are integrated into an extended Kalman
algorithm with Kinect and IMU signals to estimate the knee joint kinematics in real time conditions.
Each component of the proposed multi-sensor fusion scheme is detailed in the following sections.

2.2. Computing of Measurement Noise Covariance Matrices

The state vector in our Kalman filter fusion scheme is composed of quaternions and angular
velocities relative to the knee angle (i.e., angle defined between shank and thigh). The covariance
matrix of measurement noise is a 7 × 7 diagonal matrix, since the measurement vector has seven
elements (four quaternion and three angular velocity components). The quaternion error components
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are estimated from the knee angle estimation and knee angle errors using transformations in [39].
We supposed that the error of estimation for the three angles, between two sensors or two segments
for the Kinect, is the same in all dimensions. Thus, the calculated error on knee angles is the same
for the three Euler angles. We then took the quaternion calculation formula from Euler angles and
partially derived those formulas to obtain the following equations:

R1 =
(

∆ϕ
2

[
(−Cos[ψ2 ] + Sin[ψ2 ])(Sin[θ2 ]Cos[ϕ2 ] + Sin[ϕ2 ]Cos[θ2 ])− Cos[θ2 ]Cos[ϕ2 ]Sin[ψ2 ] + Cos[ψ2 ]Sin[θ2 ]Sin[ϕ2 ]

])2
(1)

R2 =
(

∆ϕ
2

[
(Cos[ψ2 ]− Sin[ψ2 ])(Cos[θ2 ]Cos[ϕ2 ]− Sin[ϕ2 ]Sin[θ2 ])− Cos[θ2 ]Sin[ϕ2 ]Sin[ψ2 ]− Cos[ψ2 ]Sin[θ2 ]Cos[ϕ2 ]

])2
(2)

R3 =
(

∆ϕ
2

[
(Cos[ψ2 ] + Sin[ψ2 ])(Cos[θ2 ]Cos[ϕ2 ]− Sin[ϕ2 ]Sin[θ2 ])− Sin[θ2 ]Cos[ϕ2 ]Sin[ψ2 ] + Cos[ψ2 ]Cos[θ2 ]Sin[ϕ2 ]

])2
(3)

R4 =
(

∆ϕ
2

[
(Cos[ψ2 ] + Sin[ψ2 ])(−Cos[θ2 ]Sin[ϕ2 ]− Cos[ϕ2 ]Sin[θ2 ]) + Cos[θ2 ]Cos[ϕ2 ]Cos[ψ2 ] + Sin[ψ2 ]Sin[θ2 ]Sin[ϕ2 ]

])2
(4)

where θ is the knee pitch angle,ψ the knee yaw angle,ϕ the knee roll angle, and ∆ϕ the error calculated
on roll angle considered similar to errors in pitch and yaw angles. The value of ∆ϕ varies between
Kinect and Shimmer sensors and is determined from the results of the analysis of the sources of errors
of these sensors. We consider that the knee does not have a yaw component, relative to the thigh, since
the knee joint cannot execute an internal external rotation motion when considering the high knees
exercise adopted for our test. Consequently, the term ψ is taken equal to 0 for the remaining of the
paper. The measurement noise matrix is dynamically calculated at each step of the Kalman filter since
it needs the value of the current knee pitch and roll angles. For the rest of the diagonal values, related
to angular velocities, Shimmer manufacturers have given a description of the sensor’s gyroscopes
accuracy [25], and the Kinect’s accuracy was calculated from the root mean square (RMS) error of the
angular velocity.

2.2.1. IMU Sources of Error

To estimate the error of an IMU, three main sources of error are analyzed and quantified:
sensor synchronization, orientation estimation algorithm, and sensor displacement due to muscle
artefacts [40]. One of the leading sources of error, when coupling two inertial sensors at the
same frequency rate, is caused by the lack of synchronization. The Shimmer sensor Application
Programming Interface (API) does not give access to a universal clock measurement from each sensor,
and thus, synchronization is not an easy task to perform. The sensor also streams data continuously
and without waiting for requests from the Personal Computer (PC), and synchronization methods
similar to those propose in [41] cannot be applied. However, we did have access to a local clock
from each sensor, which starts the count at each program start, and so we proposed the following
synchronization algorithm. The data flow of our developed real time synchronization method is shown
in Figure 2. Let us consider two Shimmer sensors communicating with a PC via a Bluetooth module
at a sampling rate of fs =

1
Ts = 51.2 Hz. These sensors send data constantly at each multiple of Ts,

without a data request message from the PC. The data includes sensor measurements and a local
timestamp that indicates sending time (which can be interpreted as a counter that indicates the number
of the sent sample). The two sensors start to stream data after receiving a “StartStreaming” request
message from the PC. dt is the tested quantity that will be measured between two samples sent from
the two sensors, and that indicates their compatibility if it’s value is equal to zero. Let us consider that
sensor 1 sends the first sample. The program then initializes a local clock on the PC, waits for the first
sample from sensor 2, then computes the time difference between the two samples in the PC’s local
time. If the difference is lower than Ts , the value dt that will be computed at each sample reception
will be the difference between the two local timestamps of two samples from the two sensors. If it
is higher, dt will include a component based on the first delay between the two sensors, measured
by the PC. Then, when the PC receives a sample from any sensor, it puts the value inside a specific
buffer and orders the buffer by increasing timestamp, then checks if the buffer of the other sensor has
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any data. If data exists in the buffer of the other sensor, and dt between the first sample in each of the
two buffers is null, we de-queue both buffers and calculate. If not, then there is a loss in data from
either sensor 1 or 2, so we de-queue one of the buffers based on the value of dt and the current thread.
The case of sensor 1 is presented in Figure 2.
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Extended Kalman [22] and Gradient Descent [24] algorithms are used to estimate the sensor
orientation. To assess the accuracy of the estimation, we compare the angle between two inertial
sensors, with a universal goniometer, while varying the velocity of the angle movement between three
states: fast, slow, and a combination (fast followed by slow). The sensors are mounted directly on the
goniometer to prevent sensor displacement due to muscular flexion or extension. The test consists
in repeatedly moving the goniometer’s arms closer then farther. Three trials are conducted at each
speed, with and without application of our synchronization algorithm. Figure 3 shows the material
used during this test.
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The position of sensors on the thigh and shank is an important aspect since it is affected by
artefacts due to muscle flexion and extension, and tissue displacement. One healthy subject was
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chosen for this test (male, 23 years old, 177 cm body height, 70 kg body weight, and 22.3 kg/m2

body mass index (BMI)), in order to estimate the value of ∆ϕ (Section 2.2) to serve as constant for the
measurement noise matrix. This subject signed an informed consent agreement before participating
in the evaluation process. The high knees exercise was used as a testing movement. We varied the
position of the sensors on the thigh and shank in order to study the best possible position to place
them. To do so, we tested three different positions, based on previous works in gait measurement [42],
and activity detection [43], and then compared the three estimated knee flexion angles with those
measured from the universal goniometer as shown in Figure 4. Each test was repeated three times to
ensure the reproducibility of the error estimation. The goniometer was adjusted so that the connecting
pin, between both segments, is aligned on the knee joint and does not move when executing the high
knee movement.
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Right: Sensor in the sagittal plane).

2.2.2. Kinect-Based Sources of Error

Using the Kinect does not give the user the possibility to change parameters in the orientation
estimation algorithm. The camera uses a quaternion based algorithm to estimate the quaternion values
for each bone. This leads to one unique error source integrated from the camera itself, and out of our
control. Therefore, we compared the result of Kinect knee flexion estimation algorithm directly to that
of the universal goniometer, in order to obtain RMS values of the error of its angle and angular velocity
estimation (derivation of the knee flexion angle). Three high knees trials were also conducted using
Kinect and the goniometer, performed by the healthy subject described in Section 2.2.1.

2.3. Data Fusion

Finally, after determining all of our pre-required parameters (angle and angular velocity estimation
errors from IMUs and Kinect) for data fusion, we adopted the following scheme shown in Figure 5.
Note that these parameters are calibrated with only one subject due to their little effect on the fusion
outcome, if they varied in small degrees. We obtained the range of value for ten tested subjects and
found that this range is similar to the range obtained with one subject. Precisely, the mean error for
IMU placement was within the margin of error of the values taken from one subject for all sensor
positions. The same can be stated for the Kinect sensor. Thus, we decided to use this information for
all subjects to perform the sensor fusion in real time conditions. This will help avoid additional tests
on each subject when the data fusion is applied.
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The input from each separate source is the vector y, the state vector is composed from the four
components of the normalized quaternion and three components of the angular velocity. The sources
are treated in the extended Kalman filters using the evolution model shown in Figure 5. After each
Kalman step, the predicted state is used to update the measurement noise covariance matrices
(R1 and R2), the update matrix (A) and the process noise covariance matrix (Q) which was calculated
through equations presented in [44]. The state quaternion was normalized after each step to avoid
any problems related to the quaternion unit length. The Kinect frequency (30 Hz) was adopted for the
fusion algorithm, for several reasons. On one hand, the Kinect frequency was enough to assess the
exercises that were developed in our previous work [4]. On the other hand, in order to keep a real time
aspect for our system, we avoided recording data from both sensors, and interpolating the data from
the Kinect at IMU sample reception (50 Hz) in an offline analysis. Finally, to assess the synchronization
between the two systems, at each Kinect sample reception, we chose the synchronized samples, from
both IMUs, that are the closest to the received Kinect sample.

2.4. Accuracy Analysis

The proposed real time quaternion-based extended Kalman filter was tested on 10 healthy subjects
(mean age 25.4 ± 3.30, mean height 178.2 ± 5.35 and mean weight 75.8 ± 11.58). Each subject signed an
informed consent agreement before participating in the evaluation process. The high knees exercise was
used as a testing movement, and three trials were performed on each subject for each sensor position,
which amounts to nine trials per subject. Note that to test the developed real time synchronization
algorithm, we computed the value of dt with synchronization and the difference between two received
timestamp from different sensors without synchronization. Finally, the outcome of the fusion algorithm
was evaluated against the goniometer measurement. The output signals were aligned, during our
offline analysis, so that the correlation between each two signals is at its maximum level.
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3. Results

3.1. Synchronization

The synchronization algorithm prevents data with different timestamps to be coupled with each
other. During the experiments, we did not obtain any time difference between the coupled samples
of the two sensors. However, without synchronization, differences between timestamps varied
between ±100 ms. Furthermore, the variability between the synchronized and not-synchronized angle
estimation is 7.44◦. Finally, the sensitivity of knee flexion angle estimation at high speeds is around
0.492◦/ms (computed as the tangent of the knee flexion angle). In other words, if a person is rotating
the knee at a high speed, a difference of one timestamp between samples from separate sensors can
lead to an error of 9.6◦ in the estimation of the knee angle.

3.2. Orientation Estimation Algorithm

The outcomes of the three trials of the synchronized (synced for abbreviation) and
not-synchronized (not synced for abbreviation) algorithms against the goniometer measurements are
presented in Table 2. The root mean square (RMS) difference between the knee angle estimated by
the algorithms and measured by the goniometer was calculated, as well as the correlation coefficient
(CC) (mean, std, max, min derived from three experiments). The results showed that a higher speed
configuration led to a higher RMS error for all of our tested algorithms. This phenomenon was observed
when considering the Slow speed data in the test with Fast then Slow movement, which yielded values
close to those obtained from the Slow test. Furthermore, a difference of RMS was observed between
synced and not synced outputs, e.g., the Gradient Descent output showed a mean RMS error of
3.246◦ at slow speeds without synchronization and a mean RMS error of 1.8057◦ with synchronization.
Moreover, the synchronization provided accurate data outcome according to goniometer output,
especially at high speeds. Furthermore, the CC of the outputs of algorithms without synchronization
decreased at higher speeds, while the synchronized algorithms were less affected by the same factor.
The Gradient Descent Synced algorithm also yielded the best mean, std, max and min RMS error for all
of the tested speeds, while the extended Kalman not synced algorithm gave the worst. Thus, Gradient
Descent Synced algorithm was selected for further experiments.

Table 2. RMS (in ◦) and Correlation Coefficient (CC) between knee angles estimated using different
algorithms Vs universal goniometer.

Algorithm Induced Errors

Speed Algorithm

Parameters

Mean
(Angle
Error
RMS)

Std
(Angle
Error
RMS)

Max
(Angle
Error
RMS)

Min
(Angle
Error
RMS)

Mean
(Angle

CC)

Std
(Angle

CC)

Max
(Angle

CC)

Min
(Angle

CC)

Slow
(90◦/s)

Kalman Synced 6.109 2.242 8.512 2.481 0.997 0.001 0.998 0.996

Kalman Not Synced 7.665 2.012 9.839 4.957 0.993 0.003 0.995 0.986

Gradient Descent Synced 1.805 0.383 2.288 1.29 0.999 0.0003 0.999 0.999

Gradient Descent Not Synced 3.246 0.999 4.813 2.220 0.997 0.001 0.999 0.995

Fast
(400◦/s)

Kalman Synced 21.854 6.141 30.143 16.333 0.897 0.066 0.963 0.812

Kalman Not Synced 31.546 6.507 37.089 22.291 0.753 0.108 0.910 0.677

Gradient Descent Synced 9.414 2.650 12.993 6.709 0.980 0.014 0.996 0.960

Gradient Descent Not Synced 22.095 6.432 27.217 12.690 0.873 0.068 0.972 0.813

Fast
followed
by Slow

Kalman Synced 10.847 2.283 12.207 8.210 0.976 0.006 0.983 0.971

Kalman Not Synced 13.486 1.687 14.632 11.548 0.963 0.003 0.966 0.960

Gradient Descent Synced 4.995 1.157 5.893 3.689 0.995 0.001 0.997 0.993

Gradient Descent Not Synced 6.747 1.603 8.435 5.245 0.991 0.003 0.994 0.988
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3.3. Sensor Position

Table 3 shows the results (RMS and CC) obtained with the different tested sensor positions using
the Gradient Descent Synced algorithm.

Table 3. RMS (in ◦) and Correlation Coefficient (CC) between knee angles estimated using different
sensor positions Vs universal goniometer.

Sensor Position Errors

Algorithm Position

Parameters

Mean
(Angle
Error
RMS)

Std
(Angle
Error
RMS)

Max
(Angle
Error
RMS)

Min
(Angle
Error
RMS)

Mean
(Angle

CC)

Std
(Angle

CC)

Max
(Angle

CC)

Min
(Angle

CC)

Gradient
Descent
Synced

On the Muscle 8.030 1.159 8.965 6.732 0.995 0.001 0.997 0.995

Frontal Plane 4.759 0.727 5.572 4.171 0.996 0.0005 0.997 0.996

Sagittal Plane 4.481 0.869 5.661 3.654 0.997 0.001 0.998 0.995

The sensor placed on the muscle led to the highest values of error (mean RMS = 8.03◦) while the
other two positions exhibited better performance: mean RMS error in frontal plane is equal to 4.75◦

while mean RMS deviation in sagittal plane is equal to 4.48◦. All the positions show high correlations
with the goniometer output. The mean RMS values were used as constant parameters in our fusion
filter for later trials.

3.4. Kinect Measurement Error

The Kinect’s measurement error is presented in Table 4. The RMS and correlation coefficient of
the angle and angular velocity were calculated with respect to the goniometer. The precision of the
Kinect camera for calculating knee angles is very poor compared to that of IMUs. The mean RMS
error of angle estimation is 14.65◦ compared to a 4.48◦ error using the Gradient Descent algorithm.
However, a high correlation is achieved between the estimated angle using the Kinect and the one
measured by the goniometer (mean CC = 0.974). The angular velocity yielded a 1.33◦/s mean RMS
error. These values are used later as inputs for our fusion algorithm.

Table 4. RMS (Angle in ◦, Angular Velocity in ◦/s) and Correlation Coefficient (CC) between knee
angles and angular velocities estimated using Kinect Vs universal goniometer.

Kinect Errors

Measured
Quantity

Parameters

Mean
(Error
RMS)

Std
(Error
RMS)

Max
(Error
RMS)

Min
(Error
RMS)

Mean
(CC)

Std
(CC)

Max
(CC)

Min
(CC)

Angle 14.652 2.241 16.204 12.082 0.974 0.003 0.978 0.970

Angular Velocity 1.332 0.222 1.480 1.076 0.882 0.030 0.909 0.849
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3.5. Data Fusion

Figures 6–8 show the results of our real time, quaternion based, extended Kalman observer
algorithm for fusion, for IMU sensors placed in the three proposed positions. Figure 9 presents the real
time knee flexion angle estimation using the three different techniques. The fusion output shows a
better estimation, when compared to IMU and Kinect outputs, for the three different IMU positions.
When measuring the mean RMS error of the fusion output, we observed a decrease in the error
compared to the same value obtained using IMUs, for all subjects and every IMU position. When using
IMU sensors in the sagittal plane we obtained a decrease in the mean knee flexion angle error (mean
of all 10 subjects over three trials each) using our fusion algorithm (3.96◦) compared to the use of
Kinect (14.76◦) and IMU (5.04◦). The proposed fusion also showed improvement in the angle error for
IMUs placed in the frontal plane and on the muscle directly, however the error was slightly higher
than those of the IMUs in the sagittal plane. This shows that the sagittal plane is the most accurate
position to estimate the knee flexion angle. The correlation coefficient remained high for all of the
tested estimation techniques, for every subject. Finally, the fusion output (in Figure 9) follows the
goniometer signal, when IMU sensors are placed in the Sagittal plane position, and almost covers
it, while the IMU and Kinect outputs are less precise. Statistical test (t-test, implemented in Matlab
R2010b software (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA)) showed a significant difference (p < 0.005)
between the error from the Kinect and those from the IMU and Kinect-IMU. A significant difference
(p < 0.005) was also noted between errors estimated from the IMU and Kinect-IMU fusion outcome.
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4. Discussion

Motion capture sensors like Kinect or IMU are commonly used in exergames to track subject
movements. The use of Kinect sensor has the advantages of portability and low cost which could lead to
a home-based rehabilitation solution [4,6,7]. However, the lack of accuracy of joint kinematic estimation
is one of the main obstacles for the use of this sensor in a clinical setting. This aspect is of great
importance since medical experts, interested in analyzing joint angles, require a precision of six degrees
for upper extremities [45] and 5.5 degrees for lower limbs [46]. Another important reason is related to
the mathematical dependence between joint kinematics and muscle forces estimation [47]. Therefore,
increasing the precision of joint angle estimation will lead to a more accurate data analysis and a more
precise muscle force estimation. Thus, in this present study, we proposed a multi-sensor fusion scheme
to improve the accuracy of knee joint kinematics. To these ends, a real time orientation-based extended
Kalman algorithm was developed and tested.

The first analysis, where we attempted to synchronize two inertial sensors, proved that a lack
of synchronization would lead to a significant total measurement error. It is important to note that
the synchronization is a technical issue, necessary and required to improve the precision of sensor
data acquisition and processing, in general for any system, and especially for real-time systems [41,48].
In this present study, a high variability (7.44◦) between the synced and not synced angle estimations
was observed. The high speed test further solidifies our point, since we discovered a high angle
error (9.6◦) that would be induced by a difference as small as one timestamp. Our synchronization
algorithm proves to be effective in fixing de-synchronized samples and the difference between the
samples used to calculate the angle is always at zero. Thus, one of the leading sources of error for our
specific study, when coupling two inertial sensors at the same frequency rate, is caused by the lack of
synchronization. In this present study, we proposed a synchronization scheme and the result shows a
great improvement according to the test without synchronization.

In our second analysis, we tested the two chosen algorithms (Gradient Descent and extended
Kalman) with and without synchronization against a universal goniometer. These algorithms already
showed their robustness in many applications [22,24]. Table 2 shows that Gradient Descent with
synchronization is the best algorithm to estimate the angle, with an RMS of 1.80◦ at slow speeds.
Although, this RMS increases when repeating the same test at higher speeds, it is still better than the
obtained values using other techniques. Moreover, the values of this RMS decreases when repeating
the test with a fast followed by a slow motion, and is found to be close to values obtained in slow
movements when only considering data registered during the slow phase. Finally, this experiment
also highlights the success of our synchronization algorithm. Furthermore, it is clearly shown that in
any speed, the Gradient Descent or extended Kalman synchronized algorithms are better at estimating
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the correct angle. This study allows us to eliminate extended Kalman orientation estimation and not
synced algorithms, and thus Gradient Descent synced was the best algorithm.

The third analysis shows that muscle artefacts can add significant errors to the knee angle
estimation. Following three tests with different sensor positions, we deduced that the sagittal plane is
the least affected position by these artefacts. When comparing the sensors mounted directly on the
thigh muscle with a goniometer, we obtain an error of 8.03◦ on knee angle estimation. This can be
interpreted by the fact that the muscle’s flexion and extension is at its maximal range in that area of
the thigh. Moreover, placing the sensor above the kneecap in the frontal plain yields an error of 4.75◦,
slightly higher than the 4.48◦ obtained in the sagittal plane. In another experiment, the error obtained
from the Kinect’s angle estimation is dramatically higher (14.65◦) than that of two sensors placed in
the sagittal plane, and was compatible with values found in previous works that studied similar angle
error using the Kinect [49–51]. Finally, we compared our fusion filter between two IMUs, mounted
in three different positions, and a Kinect camera, against the goniometer. The fusion algorithm was
tested on 10 subjects and the error behaviors between Kinect, IMU and Kinect-IMU solutions seem to
be stable and similar over all subjects (see Figures 6–8). The fusion output shows a greater resemblance
to the goniometer signal, as it almost overlaps it in Figure 9. These results are also consistent since
the fusion output gives a lower mean RMS angle error for all subjects, over different IMU position
(Figures 6–8). Both IMU and fusion results were acceptable with respect to the precision recommended
by the experts [45,46], when considering IMUs in frontal or sagittal plane position. The results also
showed that placing the IMUs in the sagittal plane gave the best estimation for the knee flexion angle.

In addition, according to available multi-sensor fusion schemes in the literature, we proposed
one of the first orientation-based fusion schemes of visual and inertial sensors. Some previous
works concentrated of determining joint positions through fusion between IMU and Kinect [32,35],
while others were interested in some joint angles but did not compare estimated values to reference
systems [36]. Our achieved angle estimation error can be compared to other works presented in
Table 1 [33,34,37]. The study presented in [33] used no actual fusion between IMU and Kinect, as each
sensor is used separately. This work helped remove Kinect limitations caused by occlusion of limbs,
but failed to combine orientation measurements from both sensors, and compared instead knee angles
calculated by IMUs and those calculated by the Kinect. The achieved error for knee angle estimation,
while performing knee flexion, was 6.79◦ for left knee and 8.98◦ for right knee. Results in [34] showed
a good position estimation for the upper body using a fusion approach between IMU and Kinect,
however, the orientation estimation suffered from high errors. They measured the error of Euler
angles relative to each bone (not joint), and found errors ranging from 1.71◦ to 24.64◦. This error
would become bigger when studying angles between two bones. Finally, study presented in [37]
evaluated the system using four different movements with one subjects. Two of the movements had
ranges of motion from zero to 90◦, while the other two had hardly any motion. They concluded
that their system showed a mean angle estimation error of 2.5◦ for elbow angle. However, they
combined results from exercises with different movement characteristics, which cannot be done in
order to obtain an objective estimation error. In summary, a quantitative comparison between our
fusion outcomes with existing IMU-Kinect fusion methods [33,34,37] was performed. Both IMU and
Kinect-IMU approaches achieved acceptable results, however our aim is to obtain the least error
possible. Generally, the therapist requires more precision for a certain part of the body during a specific
rehabilitation movement. The use of Kinect alone cannot provide this precision. Our strategy was to
use IMU sensors on specific locations to achieve better precision. Thus, this fusion scheme helps to
avoid the use of 10 additional IMU on the whole body.

Moreover, according to the related works on data fusion using Kinect and IMU sensors, existing
studies investigated the use of IMU and Kinect fusion to estimate the position of joints and not
their orientation while our study used the IMU and Kinect orientation data and angular velocity to
estimate the orientation in the form of a 4D quaternion. Furthermore, our method described a detailed
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calculation of the filter covariance matrices. Finally, our system was designed as a real time orientation
estimation system, while other systems obtain their fusion outputs through offline calculations.

5. Conclusions

This paper presents a new real time, quaternion based, extended Kalman observer for fusion
between IMUs and Kinect sensors for knee angle estimation. We studied the different sources
of error induced by IMUs and Kinect, and used this information to dynamically calculate a
measurement correlation matrix for each specific sensor. We also proposed a synchronization approach,
without the use of the sensor’s universal clock data, or request-response messages between PC and
sensor. Our multi-sensor fusion approach showed a better precision compared to other approaches.
In perspective, this fusion scheme will be applied to our home-based rehabilitation system [4,47].
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